VERCORIN
The charm and authenticity of the village of Vercorin will transport you to a
bygone age. Its raccards (granaries), barns and haylofts, with their timbers
blackened by time, will enchant you. The gateway to the nature reserve of the
Vallon de Réchy, “the natural jewel of the region”, Vercorin is surrounded by
nature and its panoramic views over the Alps and the Rhone valley make it an
ideal viewing gallery over Valais.
Vercorin is a medium-sized ski resort located in the commune of Chalais. Situated at an
altitude of 1'330m, this mountain village has preserved its former charm.
Its history, its cultural wealth, its raccards, its church and its square, its barns and the home
of the famous Swiss painter Edouard Vallet will make you fall in love with the region.
Summer and winter alike, Vercorin is an ideal place to discover nature and enjoy various
activities in a magnificent environment. In summer, discover the Vallon de Réchy thanks to
several hiking routes, explore the region by mountain bike or e-bike and visit the village in
the company of a guide or with the help of our brochure "à la découverte du vieux
village".For families, various leisure activities such as the Adventure Forest, all-terrain
scooters, the Zachéo trail, minigolf, big air bag or are offered to you.
In winter, step out into the fresh air by following the winter hiking itineraries on snowshoes,
ski touring or on foot. Hurtle down the ski slopes in the ski area or the sledging run, enjoy
the snow garden, the natural ice rink and many other sports.
Vercorin keeps its family spirit and organises events and activities throughout the year to
allow you to learn and discover more about the village and the surrounding area. You will
have the opportunity to participate to its traditions as the days go by... from Candlemas to
the 1st of August, through Carnival, Easter, Inalpe, Christmas and many more.

VERCORIN IN FIGURES :
Altitude : 1'334 m
13 km from Sierre, 9 km from Chalais, 11 km from Vissoie and 114 km from Lausanne

Number of year-round inhabitants : 595

